Davenport House Surgery
Information
Bowers Way
Harpenden
Herts AL5 4HX
Telephone: 01582 767821
Fax: 01582 769285
Website: www.davenportsurgery.co.uk

Welcome to Davenport House Surgery
Dear Patient,
The GPs and staff are delighted to welcome you as a new patient of Davenport House
Surgery. The Surgery offers a range of services which are detailed both in this booklet and on
our website: www.davenportsurgery.co.uk.
Within this booklet you will find information on the following:
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In order that we may offer you the best possible care, we would encourage you to attend
the Surgery for an introductory medical check-up with our Healthcare Assistant or one of
our Practice Nurses. During your appointment the clinician will ask about your past medical
history and your current health, and will also take your blood pressure and perform a urine
screen. If you are currently on regular medication or have existing health needs, please also
book a GP appointment so that these can be discussed.
As a Davenport House patient, you are eligible to join the Patient Participation Group (PPG)
– one of the most active in the country. The PPG works closely with us to give patients a
voice, to help influence policies and decisions and to improve the quality of services and
communication between the Practice and the patients. We urge you to join the Group and you
can find details on page 15.
We strive to provide a high quality, responsive and compassionate service to our patients and
where needed, continuity of care. Please feel welcome to help us to continually review and
improve our services to you further by giving constructive feedback (see P13).
With kind regards,
Dr Andrew Chafer - Senior Partner

Davenport House Surgery GPs

Dr Andrew Chafer
Senior Partner

Dr Alka Cashyap
Partner

Dr Mark Sandler
Partner

MBBS, MRCP, DRCOG &
MRCGP AND FPA Cert
Registered 1981
GP Trainer
Special Interest in
Gastroenterology

MBBS, DCH, DRCOG, Pg
Dip (Medical Education),
MRCGP
Registered 1986
GP Trainer, GP Appraiser
MRCGP Examiner
Special Interest in Women’s
Health

MB ChB, DRCOG
FPA Cert
Registered 1985
Special Interest in Aviation
Medicine

Dr Charitha Thenuwara
Partner

Dr Anna Benson
Partner

Dr Panteleimon Chan
Partner

MBBS, DCH, MRCGP and
Dermatology Cert
Registered 1998
Special Interest in
Research and Prescribing

BMBS, BMedSci, DFFP,
MRCGP, LOCIUT, LOCSDI
Registered 2001
GP Trainer
Special Interest in Elderly
Care & Mental Health

MBBS, BSc(Hons),
MRCS(Eng), MRCGP
Registered 2005
Special Interest in
Musculoskeletal Medicine
and Minor Ops

GP Registrars

Dr Hayley Kirsop
Salaried GP

Dr Lauren Coupe
Salaried GP

MBBS, BSc, MRCP, MRCGP,
DRCOG, DCH
Registered 2006
Special Interest in Diabetes
and Mental Health

BMBS BMedSci MRCGP
Registered 2013

As a long standing
training Practice, we also
welcome a number of
GP Registrars, who are
qualified Doctors training
in General Practice.
Our registrars offer
appointments alongside
our Partners, Salaried GPs
and Nurses.
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Davenport House Surgery Clinical Team
Our team of fully qualified nurses offer a full service including blood pressure
monitoring, travel vaccination and advice, ECGs when requested by GPs, routine
adult and baby immunisations, wound care, cytology screening, smoking
cessation and healthy living advice. Patients requiring travel advice and/or
vaccinations should book an appointment at least one month before travelling or
visit the ‘How Do I?’ section on our website and complete a travel enquiry form.
All of our nurses take a lead in certain chronic diseases such as Asthma and
COPD, Diabetes, Cancer Care and Minor Illness. Appointments are offered both
in dedicated clinics and normal treatment room appointments.

Charlotte Bainbridge
Nursing Manager

Helen Cruickshanks

Asthma & COPD Lead

Advanced Nurse Practitioner
Minor Illness Lead

Mary Ibbotson
Practice Nurse

Rosie Fairhurst
Practice Nurse

Cancer & Cardiovascular Lead

Heather Warwick
Practice Nurse
Diabetes Lead

Sharon Catlin
Practice Nurse

PM

Karen Donovan
Health Care Assistant

AM

Dedicated Nurse Clinics
Mon

Tues

Weds

Thurs

Fri

TR
Asthma

TR
Asthma
& Well
Woman

TR
Diabetes

TR
Asthma
& Travel

TR
Dressing
Clinic

TR
Diabetes
& Well
Woman

TR
Well
Woman

TR
Well
Woman

TR
Diabetes

TR
Dressing
Clinic

TR – Treatment Room: Offering appointments
for dressings, ear syringing, travel and baby
immunisations, ECGs, blood pressure checks etc.
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Appointments with the nurses can be booked up to four weeks ahead and we
request that you indicate the reason for the appointment at time of booking
so that the correct appointment time is allocated for your needs.

Davenport House Practice Staff
The Practice is managed by Shannon Davies, supported by a number of
Department Managers, who in turn manage a large Practice team comprising of
Clinical Staff, Receptionists, Secretaries, Prescribing and Scanning Clerks, Admin
Clerks, Summarisers and a Book Keeper.

Shannon Davies
Practice Business
Manager

Anthea Doran
Systems Manager

Ellie Pollock
Reception Manager

Sylvia Humphrey
Secretarial Manager

Caroline Allen
Deputy Reception
Manager
Carers Lead

From left to right:

Stephanie Pollock &
Caroline Weston
Scanning and
Prescriptions
Sophia Ackerley
Admin Clerk
Richard Sewell
Book Keeper

From left to right:

Madeline Skinner &
Samantha Strange
Secretaries

From left to right:

Julie Symons,
Bernie Layburn,
Lynn Hill,
Carolyn Cooper,
Sallyrose Treacy,
Jo Hattam,
Marian Campbell
Receptionists
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Davenport House Surgery Opening Hours
The Surgery is open from 8.10am to 6.15pm Monday to Friday, and also on the
second Saturday of every month from 9am to 12pm.
In addition, Early Bird appointments are available from 7.00am to 7.50am on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays.
Reception telephone lines for booking appointments open at 8.10am.
Please note: If you are too ill to come to the Surgery and would like a doctor
to visit you at home, please call the Surgery before 11.00am to request a
home visit.
Please see Pages 8 and 9 for full details on how to book an appointment that
suits your needs.
Emergency Cover (Out of Hours)
When the Surgery is closed, your call will be answered by Herts Urgent Care
(HUC), a GP Co-operative, who may ask you to visit the fully equipped Primary
Healthcare Centre at St Albans City Hospital. All of the GPs within the Cooperative are practising GPs within the Hertfordshire area. This service is
commissioned and monitored by NHS Hertfordshire.
To contact the Out of Hours service directly, please dial 111.
GP-led Urgent Care Centres also offer walk-in appointments for a range of
conditions and are open from 8.00am to 8.00pm 7 days a week. There is a
centre at Hillfield Road, Hemel Hempstead HP2 4AD and another at The Old
Ambulance Station, Ascots Lane, Welwyn Garden City AL7 4HL.
The St Albans Minor Injuries Unit can also advise on minor illness and is open
from 8.00am to 8.00pm at St Albans City Hospital. Please contact on 01727
897182. Please note that X-rays are not available for children under 4 years of
age.
A Nurse-led Walk-in Centre for minor ailments is also available at 14-16 Chapel
Street, Luton LU1 2SE. Opening hours 7.00am to 10.00pm weekdays and
9.00am to 10.00pm at weekends.
If you are in doubt as to which service you require, please contact 111 for
non-urgent advice. For life threatening emergencies, always dial 999.
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GP Availability
Mon
AM

Tues
PM

AM

PM

Weds
AM

AM

PM

Fri
AM

PM

EB
ONLY

Dr Chafer
Dr Cashyap

EB

Dr Sandler

EB

Dr Thenuwara

EB

Dr Benson

EB

Dr Chan

EB

Dr Kirsop

PM

Thurs

EB

EB

Dr Coupe

EB: Offers Early Bird Appointments from 7.00am to 7.50am
prior to normal Surgery

Notes
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How to Navigate the Appointment System
We live in a world where it is easy to get what you want almost instantaneously with the
click of a mouse or a quick phone call. Unfortunately, with the ever increasing demands on
our NHS, it is not as easy to get a doctor’s appointment in that way. We hear on the news
almost daily about the unprecedented pressures on primary care services and here at
Davenport House, we are no exception.
With this in mind, we have endeavoured to create an appointment system that is flexible
and responsive, giving choice and preference to our patients in order to meet the needs
of a diverse population. The requirements of our elderly patients will be different to those
of our commuters for example, whose expectations will also differ from those of families
with young children or those juggling busy careers. Therefore, it is important to understand
our booking system in order to find out what works best for YOU.
There are 3 ways to book an appointment:
Via the telephone automated service – This is a 24 hour service and is accessed by
choosing Option 1 when you call the Surgery.
By using Patient Services – This is our on-line service and you will need to pre-register
for this at the Surgery. When completing the registration you will be asked to provide
a valid passport or driving licence as proof of ID. Please note that you cannot use this
service to book ‘on the day’ appointments.
By speaking to one of our receptionists – Choose option 2 when you call the Surgery
between 8.10am and 6.15pm Monday to Friday (6.15pm – 6.30pm emergency calls only).
Please bear in mind that there is a call queuing system in place and most mornings it
may take you a while to get through. Feedback suggests that at times patients find this
frustrating, and therefore we have recently increased our number of receptionists in order
to answer calls as quickly as possible. Most mornings we have 3-4 receptionists answering the phones and dealing with patients who arrive at the Surgery to book an appointment
in person.
Please note that each of these services offer different appointments, so if there is
nothing available via one of these routes, there may be availability via another.
A doctor’s clinic is made up of the following appointments:
Early Bird Appointments – from 7.00am to 7.50am Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays. These can be booked up to 4 weeks in advance.
On the day appointments, 3 day ahead appointments, 1 week ahead appointments
and 2 week ahead appointments – Please note that each day more appointments are
released and can be booked via any of the 3 ways described above.
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Telephone Consultation Appointments – These are available by contacting our receptionists, who will be able to book you a telephone consultation with a doctor either ‘on the
day’ or up to 2 weeks ahead. This service is useful if you do not necessarily need to see
a doctor face to face but would like to discuss something like test results or request a
prescription. Please note that there are a limited number of telephone call slots available
for each doctor per day.

How to Navigate the Appointment System
Duty Doctor Appointments – Each day we have a ‘Duty Doctor’ both morning and
afternoon. The Duty Doctor appointments are for emergencies only. You can access this
service by calling reception, who will ask you to give a brief explanation of the problem in
order to add you to the triage list of the duty doctor. (Our receptionists have been instructed to ask for this information by our doctors). The doctor will then call you back and if they
feel that you need to be seen in person they will book you into one of their slots.
Home Visits – These are for those who cannot possibly attend the Surgery in person and
can be requested ‘on the day’ for emergencies/urgent care. Those requiring a home visit
are asked to call the surgery before 11am.
Saturday Appointments – Available between 9.00am and 11.50am on the second
Saturday of every month. Useful for those who cannot attend the Surgery during the week
due to work commitments for example. Again, you can book these appointments via any
of the 3 ways previously described. No walk-in appointments are available on Saturdays.
Please note that our receptionists work very hard to offer you an appointment that
suits your needs so it is not acceptable to take out your frustrations on them. Please be
patient and courteous as they do their best with the resources available to them.
DNAs (Did Not Attend)
As you know, appointments are in high demand, and it is therefore seen as unacceptable in
this day and age to book an appointment and fail to attend without warning.
Resources are in short supply and demand for appointments on most days far outweighs
capacity. Those of you who have tried to call the Surgery at 8.10am will be all too familiar with the frustration of finding yourself in a queue that can sometimes last for 20-30
minutes, only to be told when you finally do get through that there are no appointments
available that day.
Failing to attend without cancelling puts an increased pressure on the availability of appointments for our patients, and sees many appointments go to waste. We understand
that sometimes things happen that are outside of our control, meaning that you may miss
an appointment through no fault of your own. However, in the majority of cases this can
be avoided with a quick phone call. Some patients book an appointment using the on-line
booking system then also call the Surgery and manage to book an earlier appointment, but
they then fail or forget to cancel the appointment(s) booked on line. Other patients book
multiple appointments to ‘hedge their bets’, attending the one that best suits at the time,
whilst failing to cancel the others.

Please try to give the Surgery notice if you need to cancel
or rearrange your appointments. Don’t just waste them.
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The Services We Provide
Well Woman Clinic
This nurse-led clinic offers advice on HRT and contraception as well as carrying out smear
tests. The latest Health Authority recommendation is that smears are taken once every
3 years for patients aged between 25-50 and 5 yearly thereafter until 64 years of age.
Patients with an abnormal history will be recalled as appropriate for their diagnosis. Our
GPs also offer coil and Nexplanon (etonogestrel implant) appointments. Please discuss
any concerns with the Well Woman nurse or your GP. See P4 for timings of Well Woman
clinics and book GP appointments in the usual way, see P8.
Chaperones
We have a number of trained chaperones amongst our team. If you would like a chaperone
to be present during your appointment, please let your GP or nurse know or inform
reception when you book/check-in for your appointment.
Disabled Patients
There is easy access to the Surgery for those who are disabled, with reserved parking for
disabled drivers outside the front door to the Surgery, automatic opening front doors, a lift
to the first floor and appropriate toilet facilities on both floors. We also have a hearing loop
available at reception.
Repeat Prescriptions
These may be requested in person at reception or in writing by post. Repeat prescription
requests cannot be taken over the phone for safety reasons, therefore our reception
staff cannot take any repeat prescription requests over the phone. To request repeat
prescriptions on-line you will need to pre-register for on-line patient services in person at
the Surgery and will be asked to provide a valid passport or driving licence as ID. You may
collect your prescription from the Surgery or can request that it is sent to the pharmacy
of your choice. Alternatively, if you send a stamped addressed envelope we will post your
prescription to you. Please ensure that your repeat prescription request slip is clearly
marked with your preference. Valid prescription requests received before 12pm should be
available 2 working days later. Attached to the prescription is a list of medications that you
are receiving and the number of repeat prescriptions you are allowed before needing to
see your GP for a medication review. Acute medications which your GP has prescribed on
a short term basis can also be requested as above but may take longer.
Test Results
Blood tests that are requested by your GP or nurse can be booked at the reception desk
for appointments at Harpenden Memorial Hospital. Your GP/nurse will give you a signed
blood test request form which you must take with you to this appointment. Please allow
one week for blood test results to be returned to the Surgery. After this, you can either call
or visit the Surgery after 11am to request your results, or do so via our website. Results for
other tests may take over 2 weeks to be returned to the Surgery.
Maternity Services
The local community midwife for the Luton and Dunstable Hospital holds a clinic at the
Surgery on Thursday afternoons. Appointments for this clinic can be made via reception
or by your GP. You can also chose to have your baby at Watford or Lister Hospital, but
maternity services will be held at St Albans City Hospital.
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The Services We Provide
Minor Operations
Facilities are available to carry out a number of minor operations at the Surgery, such as
the removal of skin tags, sebaceous warts, cysts, lipoma, moles, in-growing toenails and
skin lesions. Cortisone Injections are also available for arthritic joints for example.
Interpreting Services
Patients for whom English is not their first language can access our services appropriately
as we are able to provide an interpreting service. Please let reception know if you require
this service and an appointment will be made for an interpreter to either attend in person
or be available by phone.
Non-NHS Services
The Surgery is able to provide a number of non-NHS services including examinations
for employers and for insurance purposes. Medicals to ensure fitness for sport can also
be provided. Please note that these services attract a small fee. In addition, the Surgery
charges a fee for completing holiday cancellation forms, ‘to whom it may concern’ letters
and insurance certificates. One of our GPs is certified to carry out Pilot Medicals, Class 1
and 2 CAA/JAR medicals. Please enquire via reception for appointments and charges for
these services.
Sickness Certificates
Doctors are not obliged to issue a sick note for a period of less than seven days absence
from work. You should instead request a Self-Certification Form from your employer.
Should your employer insist that you provide a Sickness Certificate for an absence of
less than 7 days, a private certificate can be supplied but there will be a charge for this
service. Sickness certificates for periods of 7 days or more will be provided free of charge,
if appropriate.
Accident and Emergency (A&E)
Local A&E Units are located at the Watford, Luton and Dunstable and Lister Hospitals.
St Albans City Hospital runs a minor injuries service daily from 8am to 8pm. See P6 for
details of out of hours services.
Zero Tolerance Policy
As an employer, the Practice has a duty to care for the health and safety of its staff. The
Practice also has a legal responsibility to provide a safe and secure working environment
for staff. All patients are expected to behave in an acceptable manner and violent or
abusive behaviour towards staff or patients may result in removal from our Practice list
or even criminal proceedings. The Practice follows the NHS guidance concerning Zero
Tolerance. Full details of the Zero Tolerance Policy can be found on our website.
Smoking Cessation Service
Our smoking cessation lead offers advice and support on all aspects of stopping smoking.
Whether you are going in for an operation and have to stop, or have decided the time is
right for YOU to stop, please come in for a chat where we can give advice and supply
you with information to think about. All smoking cessation medication is available on
prescription, but it is equally important to come and have a chat about why you smoke and
why you want to stop. Book a 30 minute appointment with the Health Care Assistant to
find out more.
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The Services We Provide
Preventative Medicine
The Practice is committed to promoting effective preventative care and provides such
services as the Well Woman, asthma, diabetic, dietetics, leg ulcer and cardiovascular
clinics. We can also provide counselling and give advice on heart disease, cancer
prevention and the management of conditions such as asthma, raised blood pressure,
weight etc. Please enquire at reception or speak to your GP/nurse for further details.
Advice on asthma and travel vaccinations is also available via our website, just click on
the ‘How do I…?’ link. Your query will be passed to the appropriate nurse who will respond
directly to your email.
Herts Help can also offer practical support, guidance and information on a variety of health
and social care topics. They can be contacted on 0300 123 4044 (local rate) from 9am to
5pm Monday to Friday. For more information please visit their website at
www.hertsdirect.org/your-community/ihertshelp
Under 16? Here to Listen, Not to Tell
We provide a confidential service to all of our patients including those under 16 years of
age. This means that you can tell others about your visit but we won’t. The only reason
why we might have to consider breaking your confidentiality would be to protect you or
someone else from harm. In this instance, we would always try and discuss this with you
first. If you are being treated elsewhere such as a hospital or sexual health centre, it is
best if you allow the Doctor or nurse there to inform the Practice of any treatment you are
receiving. If you have any worries about confidentiality, please feel free to ask a member of
staff.
Access to Information
All information pertaining to your medical care is recorded on our computer system and
kept confidential by way of password protection. Your medical history will not be shared
with any other parties, including family members, without your written permission to do so.
The Surgery is registered under the Data Protection Act. If you wish to view your medical
records we ask that you put your request in writing to your usual GP. We will then arrange a
mutually convenient appointment. If you require copies of records, this will incur a charge.
Staff Training
The Surgery will close occasionally for staff training. We apologise for any inconvenience.
During these times, our phone lines will be answered by the Herts Urgent Care service.
Research and Audit
The Practice is committed to audit its organisational and clinical care with a view to
improving its standards. From time to time we will become involved with outside bodies
in research work such as the Medical Research Council (MRC) and the General Practice
Research Database (GPRD). Where patients’ records are used for research purposes this
is done in a way to ensure anonymity. If this is not possible, patients would be contacted
to give consent prior to any information being shared. We assure you that this Practice is
committed to protecting your confidentiality at all times.
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Suggestions, Comments and Complaints
Complaints Policy
As a Surgery we strive to offer an efficient and empathetic service. Where we have failed
we wish to be informed and hope that you will feel able to follow the guidelines below so
that any grievance can be resolved quickly to your satisfaction, and service improvements
implemented promptly. These guidelines comply with NHS guidance. If you need any
clarification, please ask any member of the Surgery team. A full copy of our Complaints
Policy is available on our website and by asking at reception.
Complaints Procedure
All complaints will be dealt with in the strictest confidence and will not affect your care at
this Surgery. In the first instance we would ask you to raise your concerns with any member
of staff so we can deal with any issues immediately. If your concerns cannot be resolved at
the time, we would ask you to make a formal complaint as soon as possible after the event.
This will aid the Surgery in conducting any investigation or interview that may be necessary.
Complaints can be made in person, by telephone, by letter, by email via the website or
utilising the Surgery complaints form available from reception. All complaints should be
addressed to Ms Shannon Davies, Practice Business Manager, or Dr Andrew Chafer, Senior
Partner. Details of any complaint should be as specific as possible to ensure a thorough
investigation of all the facts.
Surgery Response
Your complaint will be acknowledged within three working days and we will endeavour to
have investigated your concerns within ten working days of notification of the complaint. If
this time-scale needs to be amended because of holidays or other factors, we will inform you
of the amended deadlines.
When investigating a complaint we will:
• Interview any persons involved to discover what happened
• Amend Practice policies or procedures if this is appropriate
• Discuss the incident with other members of staff to minimise the risk of recurrence.
On completion of our investigation we will write, offering an explanation and apology where
appropriate. We will also invite you to meet with us if you are not completely satisfied or wish
to discuss your concerns further.
Third Party Complaints
If you raise a complaint on behalf of someone else you must have their written consent. This
is to ensure that we do not breach our promise of medical confidentiality with that patient.
There may be exceptions to this guidance, for example, if the patient is incapable of giving
consent through illness or where you are the complainant’s guardian.
Comments, Suggestions and Positive Feedback
Patients are more likely to get in touch when something has gone wrong but it would also
be great to hear from you when something has gone right! For example if you have had a
good experience or would like to praise a Doctor, Nurse or staff member or make a positive
comment or suggestion about the Practice. All feedback is welcome and will be used to
continually improve our services to our patients. Please write or email the Practice Business
Manager at shannon.davies@nhs.net or go to the NHS Choices website where you can
leave a public review.
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Useful Numbers
To book/cancel an appointment using automated service
To speak to reception
Test Results (call after 11am)
Prescription Queries
Secretarial Team and Referral queries
Out of Hours Service

01582 767821
01582 767821
01582 767821
01582 767821
01582 767821
111

(option 1)
(option 2)
(option 3)
(option 4)
(option 5)

Local Hospitals
Harpenden Memorial Hospital
St. Albans City Hospital
Hemel Hempstead Hospital
Luton and Dunstable Hospital
Queen Elizabeth II Hospital Welwyn Garden City
Lister Hospital Stevenage

01582 760196
01727 866122
01442 213141
0845 1270127
01707 328111
01438 314333

Local Chemists
Local Chemists have a late night opening rota with at least one Chemist staying open
until 8.00pm each weeknight and at weekends a duty Chemist will open on a Sunday.
The duty chemist is advertised in the local paper and on the door of each Chemist in
Harpenden.
Boots Chemist
Manor Pharmacy
Southdown Pharmacy
Springfield Pharmacy
Topkins Chemist

01582 713339
01582 760624
01582 712783
01582 712104
01582 712708

Local Dentists
Bowers Way Dental Surgery
Rose Cottage Dental Practice
Church Green Dental Surgery
Southdown Dental Surgery
Douglas Road Dental Surgery
Redbourn Dental Practice
Davenport House

01582 761609
01582 460452
01582 764931
01582 769799
01582 712470
01582 793746
01582 769995

Local Opticians
Allders Opticians Ltd
Harold Smith Opticians
Harpenden Eye Centre
Lydon and Shirazi
Skye Opticians
20/20 eyecare
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01582 767524
01582 760352
01582 462916
01582 713181
01582 712845
01582 766613

Davenport House Patient
Participation Group (PPG)
MEET THE PATIENT GROUP
Davenport House Surgery offers all the services you would expect from a
modern GP Practice, but we’re proud to offer something extra. Our Patient
Participation Group (PPG), formed in 1993, is one of the longest established and
most active such groups in the country and we’re hugely proud of it.
The PPG is a way of bringing doctors and patients closer together, and is keenly
supported by the Davenport House staff. Run by a small team of volunteers –
all patients themselves - it provides a way for patients to make their voice heard,
especially with regard to the future policies and decisions faced by both the
Practice and the local NHS.
Members receive a full-colour quarterly newsletter delivered to their home
that contains news about doctors and Surgery staff, as well as seasonal and
topical health articles written specially for you by your own GPs and health
professionals. You also gain free access to the regular talks given by visiting
clinical experts in a local conference hall.
You can opt to keep up-to-date with essential Surgery news by email through
our free service called Keeping in Touch (KIT), but we hope you will decide to
become full members of the PPG for just £10 per household. This modest
annual subscription also enables the PPG to fund important Surgery equipment
for the use of all patients that is not financed by the NHS.
In the last few years, the PPG has paid for the touch-screen check-in system
and the disabled parking bay outside the Surgery, the information screens in
the waiting rooms and the Surgery Pod where you can take your own blood
pressure in private.
If you’d like further information, please call 01582 767462, visit
www.patientgroup.org.uk, or email membership@patientgroup.org.uk.
We hope to welcome you soon.
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